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Defining Risk – Assessing Lethality
• Jacquelyn Campbell, PhD,RN-Johns
Hopkins University School of
Nursing
• Danger Assessment, 20 questions
• Tool to predict risk of homicide to
women by male intimate partner
• Developed in consultation with
battered women, shelter providers,
law enforcement and clinical
experts on battering
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Jacquelyn Campbell Talking about Risk Assessment
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Jacquelyn Campbell’s Risk Assessment Tool
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Danger Assessment
• Dangerassessment.org
• Formal training/certification
• Answers come from victim/survivor
• Scored/questions weighted
• Assessment informs work of Prosecutors, but also looking at
offender information and case facts
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Applying the Assessment Tool
to assess the case
Two jurisdictions look at risk
assessment
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Who we are
Hilary
Michelle
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Applying the tools to real life
• To help assess release conditions
• To determine a fair bond
• To gather evidence
• To give insight into DV history
• To determine how to allocate resources amongst cases
• To obtain a sworn affirmation of the facts (Forfeiture by wrongdoing)
• To determine appropriate plea and conditions
• To determine risk for future homicide
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The police and the assessment tool
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Maricopa County
• Compliance Check Program:
• A supervisor at the police department may use the Risk Assessment
to determine if police should do a follow-up check on the victim.
• Police will confirm release conditions
• If the Defendant is in violation of his release conditions, he will be
arrested.
• Programs has led to increased safety and cooperation by victims
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NYPD
• Domestic Incident Report (DIR)
• Fill out at scene or police precinct by police with victim
• Risk questions on DIR
• Victim fills out factual narrative and signs
• DA’s Offices have access to NYPD DIR database
• Amended form 2015 created with input from DA’s Offices
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NYPD
• Top Offender Prioritization Tool
• Prioritize Open DV Complaints
• Collect Intelligence from multiple NYPD databases
• Score Metrics
• Rank DV Offenders
• Home visits
• List Sent to DA’s Offices Weekly
• DA Arrest Alert System
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Prosecutors’ Offices and Risk Assessment
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Maricopa County
• Who is this form issued to?
• When does the form get filled
out?
• Who fills it out?
• Who gets a copy?
• Given to Judge
• Has to consider it under statute for
determining bail conditions

• Used by Prosecution later
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Maricopa County
• At scene police fill out form with victim and
sometimes with help of victim advocate
• Hybrid tool
• Defendant is arrested – go to court initial appearance
• 48 hours to bring the case for charging
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Maricopa County
• ADA is assigned for charging according to experience and case
complexity
• If case filed, determine if case goes to Preliminary hearing/Grand Jury
• Charging attorney prepares a plea offer – will attempt to notify the
victim
• Sometimes defer plea negotiations to comply with notification to
victim
• If goes to GJ – if true bill – case goes back to charging bureau and gets
assigned for trial or further plea negotiations
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Kings County
• Police-Domestic Incident Report (DIR-NY State Statute)
• DA’s Office-general intake bureau writes up case
• Arraignment –Bail argument-Risk factors on DIR
• Early Victim Engagement (EVE)-telephone victim from court
and ask questions about risk
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Kings County
• Domestic Violence Bureau for assignment
• Daily initial screen by Supervising Social Worker for high risk cases
• Assignment to Misdemeanor, Grand Jury, Felony ADA
• DV Intake Form/Risk Factors
• ADA reviews with Supervisor - DIR, Intake Form, Facts of Case,
Criminal record
• Referrals for other services (VSU/FJC)
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Using the risk assessment to talk
to a victim about risk
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Commonalities
• Building the cases
• Assigning senior/specialized prosecutors
• Talking to victims about risk
• Safety Planning
• Relocation/Shelter/Phones
• Counseling
• Civil service referrals
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Doesn’t matter how you do it

And you do it often
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